Phonics Friday 18th December
Choose from the chilli challenges below. Everyone should complete the mild chilli challenge and then choose from the
spicy and hot depending on reading level. The activities can be found on the pages below, with the level of activity
shown in the top left hand corner.
Draw on the sound buttons for each word. Draw a line to match the word to the correct
picture. Remember to sound out each word, saying the sounds quicker each time to help
blend them.
Grey/Pink 1a/b reading level
Draw on the sound buttons and circle any teddy words. Sound out the words and blend
the sounds together. Remember to say the sounds quickly to help blend. Answer each
questions by circling yes/no.
Pink 2 reading level
Draw on the sound buttons and circle any teddy words. Sound out the words and blend
the sounds together. Remember to say the sounds quickly to help blend. Answer each
questions by circling yes/no.
Red reading level.
Yellow reading level and above.
Complete the hot chilli challenge and think of your own yes/no questions using ‘ar’
words. Write these using your sounds to help.

L.o –To match ‘ar’ words and pictures.

jar
arm
bar
farm
star
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L.o- To blend ‘ar’ words to answer yes/ no questions
Draw on the sound buttons to help blend the words to answer the questions

Can a star hop?

yes

no

Is a rock hard?

yes

no

Can a dog bark?

yes

no

Can a pig fit in a barn?

yes

no

Can you run as fast as a
car?

yes

no

L.o- To blend ‘ar’ words to answer yes/ no questions
Draw on the sound buttons to help blend the words to answer the questions

Can you go on the swings

yes

no

yes

no

Is the moon far away?

yes

no

Can you play the harp?

yes

no

at the park?
Are the teeth of sharks
sharp?

